
 

  
  

Lucky Break is standard house-banked blackjack but with an optional 

bonus wager. All rules pertaining to blackjack will remain the same and 

are not altered in this game.   

  

Introduction  
Lucky Break may be played with one to eight decks of cards. All house 

rules apply to the game, with the addition of the Lucky Break bonus bet 

procedures described in this document.   

  

Wagering  
Lucky Break wagers must be placed within the Lucky Break wagering 

circle at the same time the blackjack wager is made. Players must make 

a blackjack wager to make a Lucky Break wager.    

  

Players are not permitted to make a Lucky Break wager on another 

player’s hand. If a player is playing multiple hands, they may make a 

Lucky Break wager for each hand they are playing.   

  

Lucky Break wagers may not exceed the posted maximum for the Lucky 

Break wager.   



 

  

Dealing   
If the dealer’s up card is an Ace or ten-value card, the dealer shall check 

his hole card for a blackjack. Dealers will offer insurance before checking 

under the Aces per standard Blackjack procedures. If the dealer has a 

blackjack, all Lucky Break bonus wagers lose.   

  

If a player who made a bonus wager has a blackjack and the dealer does 

not have a blackjack, the dealer will pay the player’s blackjack wager, 

tucking the player’s two cards face up under the player’s bonus wager to 

indicate that the bonus wager remains in action.   

  

If a player who made a bonus wager busts, the dealer will collect the 

player’s blackjack wager and put the player’s cards together in a pile, 

tucking them face up under the player’s bonus wager to indicate that the 

bonus wager remains in action.   

  

Note: As long as there are Lucky Break bonus wagers remaining                     

in action, the dealer must complete his hand so the outcome of the   

bonus wager can be determined. This is done even if all the players have 

busted and/or received a blackjack.   

  

Payoffs  
If the dealer’s completed hand does not exceed 21, all Lucky Break 

wagers lose.   

  

If the dealer’s completed hand exceeds 21, and the player’s point total is 

26 or less, the dealer will pay all bonus wagers based on the number of 

cards in the dealer’s hand (see pay table for odds).   

  



 

Multipliers are paid based upon the base winnings for the Lucky Break 

wager. For example, if the player’s Lucky Break wager is $1 and the 

dealer’s outcome is a 26 with 5 suited cards, the player will be paid $3 

for the Lucky Break wager and $150 for the multiplier using pay table 1.  

  

  

Toke Bets  
Players may make Lucky Break toke bets for dealers.   

 Payoffs for toke bets are paid using the same pay schedule used for 

player.    

  

  
  
  
  

    



 

  

 


